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From: chicoine.jeanfrancois  
Sent: Saturday, August 16, 2014 9:27 AM  
To: Bob Briggs Subject: Re : More little pieces.  
The village is called URSEL and not EXEL 
Hi Bob, 
my brother found a letter of a lawyer, investigating a request from pte Loubier E.62631, to the Bureau of 
Pensions Advocate. 
It looks like Loubier was trying to get money from Veteran's Affairs, for a wound he inflicted himself 
during the incident where my father was wounded by a mine. 
Loubier was a witness of this incident. 
It is not clear that the sappers had cleared the mines before the men started to work, if that particular 
mine escaped detection, or if my dad and another soldier (whose name was Commenda) started the 
work knowng if the grounds were secured or not. 
They knew mines had been laid by the germans, because belgian civilians told them they were there but 
they could not see them of course. These were about 15 inches in diameter and needed some weight 
applies on to detonate. 
Anyways here is the story: dad and Commenda had laid a steel wire on the ground, to tie the logs 
together so the pile could be moved by the tractor. They brought the first log over the cable and 
dropped it on the cable, that triggered the mine. The log was blown to bits but some shrapnel hit my 
father who laid unconscious for several minutes. He was carried away by others while Commenda (it 
doesn't say if he was hurt or not) was having a nervous breakdown, it took some time before he cooled 
down. When Loubier heard the noise of the explosion he jumped from his tractor but tripped and his 
knee hit the "lag". 
This happened in a belgian village named "Exel" (not sure this is the corredt spelling) and they were 
proceeding towards the Leopold canal. 
I'm going to check if a board of inquiry was set up around this incident. 
I'll forward you the translation of this letter later on, it is not very cohesive and will need some re-
arrangement, but it is certainly something of interest to you. 
Also, I'll pay a visit to the archives in Ottawa saturday august the 30th, to take pictures of war diaries of 
coy no 3 and 27 and once the docs are ready I'll send you a copy of everytning I have. I may need your 
address to send them on CD or DVD, let's wait and see. I'm also planning to get much of District No. 2 
HQ war dairies, plus other documents pertaining to auxiliary services, that will be of interest. 
All that hassle only to identify the guys on a picture. What a pig headed guy I am! 
On the lighter side, I got a copy of a letter to my father from franciscan Friar Alphonse-Claude 
Laboissière. Sounds to me that this man was a chaplain in Scotland, I don't know which district or coy he 
was attached to but he seemed to know my father very well. Anyways this Friar Laboissière certainly 
was a roman catholic chaplain. 
He cited pte J.B.Bouchard (coy no.3) as his sacristan and also his "batman". Don't know what a "batman" 
does in the army. 
I'll send you the translations when I'm done, later this week. 
Take care! 
JF 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
From: chicoine.jeanfrancois  
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 6:35 PM  
To: Bob Briggs  
Subject: Additional info on the mine incident at yrsel, Belgium 
I did some screening on private Loubier's letter to Bureau of pensions advocates. I also made an ATIP 
request to have the complete file. 
Here are all the names in the letter, the depth of involvement of each in this incident is to be 
determined: 
1- Pte Éphrem Chicoine, E.36137, was not driving his machine since they had only 2 on hand, the rest 
left behind in the Ardennes. He was simply moving and piling logs. 
2- Hervé Loubier, E.62631 certified tractor driver, rank unknown, coy unknown, was one of the two 
tractor operators on that day. 
3- Cpl Emile Poirier, E.39531 coy 16, *in charge of timber operations* 
4- Lt J.N. Nadeau coy 27 *was in charge* 
5- Sgt-Maj Olivier *perhaps* CSM Herbert Oliver C.63118 coy 1 → HQ CFC *in charge of mine detection* 
6- Cpl Houston, tractor mechanic *perhaps* Sgt Albert Edward Houston K.99140 coy 7 
7- Sgt Mélançon, coy unknown,orthograph of name uncertain, *in charge of transport* 
8- Commenda, or Commanda, rank and coy unknown. 
Sorry about being so late with the translation of the letter, the sense of time is bad and it's hard to make 
heads or tails of the story of Loubier. 
Good night! 
 
From: chicoine.jeanfrancois  
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2015 4:46 AM  
To: Bob Briggs Subject: Frank William Commanda Coy 27 
He was from the North Bay area 
Ontario Canada North Bay and Area War Veterans  

http://veterans.cityofnorthbay.ca/Wars/WorldWar2.aspx#C

